**NATURES PLAYGROUND**

- Install portico, shade structures and windsocks
- Expand playground to include nature-based learning elements: forest slide, boulder scramble, spider web
- New gathering area

**PROPERTY VIA CIRCULATION, BUILDING, AND UNIT IMPROVEMENTS AND WILL INCREASE OVERALL PROPERTY CAPACITY:**

- Utilize front and main streets with breadth greening surfaces or new paved surfaces
- Extend electricity and water to unit
- Proposed new bridge across Chocorua River
- New Covered Wrap-Around Porch

**IMPROVEMENTS RECOMMENDED FOR EACH CAMP UNIT INCLUDE:***

---

### ECHO VALE

**NEW CAMP UNIT #2**

- Develop as a new year-round unit with a new road access to unit
- Provide electricity and water to unit
- Provide water and electricity to site

**EXISTING OPEN FIELD**

- Re-graze to remove rock
- Enlarge council ring and add new movable seating for troop gatherings

**NEW TRAIL LOOPS**

- Provide small gathering areas along trail for outdoor classrooms, craft areas, resting areas
- Create gathering areas with nature themes
- Use graphic and tactile clues to identify trails to various destinations: wetland, historic stone walls, wolf tree

**WETLAND TRAIL**

- Make trail improvements providing fully accessible route to existing boardwalk and wetland area
- Add signage
- Create accessible areas to touch the water

**NEW ENGLAND HISTORIC STONE WALL**

- Renovate boardwalk structures
- Add educational signage
- Add 2 (1) bump-out platforms for resting, turning, and passing

---

### ROBIN'S RUN

- Add tents to increase capacity for larger groups
- Add native shrubs and trees to screen property from neighboring homes and fence at boundary

---

### MAPLE HOLLOW

- Retain as tent site for more experienced girl scouts
- Move platform tents away from access road
- Add signage at each camp entrance to identify and create unit identity

**DEVELOP PERIMETER CAMP SITE**

- Provide wayfinding signage at all nodes
- Note: Signage plaques may be changed when needed
- Wood frog habitat signage

**NEW CAMP UNIT #2**

- New boardwalk
- New pool and shower house - Under development 2023

**NEW TRAIL**

- New trail loops
- New trail connections

**THERMO DESTINATION GROVE**

- New covered walkway for overlook
- Add wayfinding to building
- Add large monolith to open views to the surrounding environment
- Update bathroom entrance entrance and enlarge using available lodge space

**NEW YURT CAMP UNIT**

- Visit structure with surrounding deck
- Extended platform includes deluxe portico

**COOKING SHELTER (EXISTING)**

- Renovate with new metal roof for longer life span and reduced maintenance
- Extend roof eaves for weather protection
- Install concrete flooring for accessibility
- Use colorseal for painted graphics and lines
- Use graphite for electricity
- Address egress and bundles by adding low retaining walls to terrace grade and divert flow
- Install a paved accessible path to the shelter

**HUB BUILDING & TRADING POST (EXISTING)**

- Remove to improve storage, weathering a trading post and covered walkway
- Add deck or handrail to the hub for accessible circulation to the camp core

**NEW 2 BAY MAINTENANCE SHED WITH UNPAVED DRIVE AND FENCED STORAGE AREA**

- Existing location for ranger house
- Screen area from roadway with native shrubs

**CAMPAHNA: 55 ACRES**

- Current sleeping capacity: 270

---

**CAMP AN-SE-OX MASTER PLAN**

MARCH 15, 2022